Centro will be providing shuttle service to and from the St. Joseph’s Health Amphitheater at Lakeview from its temporary stop on Warren St across from the Centro Transit Hub on Saturday, July 6th for the Shinedown concert.

Shuttle service begins approximately 2 hours before the concert and will end approximately 30 minutes after the show concludes. Scheduled departure times from the Centro Transit Hub and Amphitheater will be every 20 minutes depending on traffic.

Purchase your round-trip tickets prior to boarding at the Centro Information Booth at the Hub or at Shaughnessy's Irish Pub (located in the Marriott Syracuse Downtown on the corner of Harrison and Warren Streets).

Regular Centro fares apply.
All valid Centro Ride Passes & Transfers will be honored.

Shuttle information is available on Centro’s website (www.centro.org) and social media channels as well as at the Centro Transit Hub.

REMINIDER: The last bus line-up leaves the Transit Hub at 11:40 PM.